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Good decisions don’t always leave you unscathed.

Sometimes, the best choice might be the one that leaves you vulnerable. The one that forces you to face a not-so-

distant past that hurts, or go through with something you never thought would come to fruition. The one that makes

taking a risk your only viable option.

Wilhelmina “Wil” Cunningham is no stranger to pressure. The child of an Olympian and a title-winning boxer, and a

former Olympian herself, Wil has gained an “America’s sweetheart” sort of reputation - a high pedestal to fall from

when her world gets rocked by betrayal and deceit, from more than one direction. 

Not that long ago, Ramsey Bishop dominated the field, as one of the best running backs the league had ever seen.

Personal tragedy drew him away, but he made a promise he can’t take back, and no one will let him forget. Keeping

that promise though… much easier said than done.

But Wil believes he can. And Ramsey believes Wil can and will bounce back from the misfortunes that have the

potential to destroy her if she lets them. Their supportive, motivational back and forth is just one element of what

has grown into a friendship neither of them would choose to do without. But could it be… more?

With their recent pasts littered with baggage and sorrow, and both of them facing uncertain futures, Wil and

Ramsey have enough stress on their hands, but they’ll have to make a choice - continue their friendship as it was
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before, or risk it all for the possibility of something amazing?
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